15/02/2018

SHOWSTOPPERS COMMITTEE MINUTES
Attendees:

Minutes in a minute…

BN: Bella Norris (President)

Small show: We did a show!

GT: Gem Tunley (Vice President)

Spring Show: All coming along nicely in the lead to

AR: Abbie Roach (Secretary)

the show

VHA: Victoria Howard- Andrews
(Treasurer)

Summer Show: All going well

NO: Nick Ong (Social Sec)

Mr Grin: Rehearsals have started
Edinburgh: We’re officially going to Edinburgh,

CE: Charlotte Evans (Social Sec)

auditions happening

PA: Phoebe Armstrong
(Development)

Funding: Few ideas for things to apply for, Edinburgh

DM: David Miller (Web)

van of most importance

Treasurer: First Edinburgh venue and rights deposits

XM: Xafsa Mohamud (Tours)

paid, monies coming in from SLM

JW: John Wilders (Ordinary
Member)

Social: She Loves Me fundraiser quiz and TG Jam

JC: James Carter (Ordinary
Member)

Apologies:
Non-Com:
JP: Jacob Power
BM: Ben McQuigg
BH: Ben Hughes
GPV: Gaby Puleston-Vaudrey
AJ: Angharad Jenkins

coming up, as well as Miss Saigon, going to do a team
Chick leaver crawl 13th March

Development: Stage Combat workshop, Johns going
to do an upcoming workshop

Tours: Signed the agreement
Ordinary: T-shirts ordered
AOB: AGM 14th MARCH
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Society Update:
Small Show update:
AR: It happened, it went real well!
BN: Please go to NSSC

Spring Show update:
NO: Abbie and Xafsa came in the other day to deal with some choreo issues, this Friday
we’ve got dance recaps and Gem is coming in to play for us, cast clothing has been ordered,
publicity being ordered, had a production meeting- coming along real well

Summer Show update:
GT: Made our rehearsal yesterday optional cos valentine’s day, rolling along nicely, gonna
have a full team meeting in a couple weeks to focus on production, nothing much else has
happened, maybe tweaking Saturdays rehearsal, Xafsa’s coming in on Saturday
VHA: Imma release some forms in terms of costumes, prop are pretty much all on their way,
gotta buy some pregnancy tests

Mr Grin Update:
JP: We’ve had a rehearsal now, meeting today about production stuff, cast have a final
script now
JW: Going in on Sunday

Funding:
BN: Funding is open, apart from van for Edinburgh, anything else?
GT: Did we buy the keyboard case? (We hadn’t, we’re gonna buy that) Because of an
unknown reason the budget for funding has been cut, this time they’ve told us they have no
money- heads up!
DM: Could we buy a camera for filming
BM: Collab with TG like the other camera
PA: Can we buy a granny shopping trolley for the sheet music
AR: Sewing machine?
GT: I’m going to apply for one from PA committee
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PA: Could get one quite cheaply if no funding received

Edinburgh Update:
BM: Going to Edinburgh! 2 audition days left, callbacks Saturday, got a hefty looking profit
on budget now, tweet went out about previews at other palace theatre, so we’re going to
look into that
PA: Responding to committees guidelines, bringing an AD on board, probs from auditions
VHA: Sponsorship has come through, set figure of £1000, how we use that is yet unknown,
potentially underwritten or a little upfront
BN: Gone rouge or showstoppers?
GT: Make it gone rouge is probs best
BN: Gone rouge has a group budget and then once worked out it can be evened out in case
of one making profit/one loss etc.,
PA: Me and Ben have decided to make a vlog to document the journey as a fundraiser
BM: Gonna have a watch read through next Sunday

Treasurer Update:
VHA: Have paid for Edinburgh venue first deposit, have paid deposit for rights, cast clothing
payments coming in for She Loves Me, plus collecting show deposits and memberships,
society clothing payments collected, monies in, money out… the usual

Social Update:
NO: Got a TG/showstoppers thing this evening, Miss Saigon Tickets arrived, She Loves Me
quiz this week after TG Jam, Chick leavers crawl- themed around colour co-ordination, in
last week, maybe Tuesday 13th?

Development Update:
PA: Booked cabaret, Johns gonna do a workshop, got some workshops booked, this
weekend is stage combat, share it outside of the society too

Web and Promotions Update:
DM: Nothing

Tours Update:
XM: Everything’s been covered, signed the agreement
PA: Involved in the rights- we have to publicise that its Team Starkids shows

Ordinary Update:
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JC: Shirts are ordered

A.O.B:
DM: AGM? Propose wed 14th
BN: Yeah
PA: Can work around workshops

